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Abstract 
Zaks, J., Uniform distances in rational unit-distance graphs, Discrete Mathematics 109 (1992) 
307-3 11. 
Let G be the graph obtained from all the rational points in the d-space Ed by connecting every 
pair at Euclidean distance one. It is known that G is a connected graph, provided d 2 5. 
We establish an inequality of the fcrm dist,(x, y) s [lx - yll + 1, for all d 2 8, between the 
Euclidean distance Ix - yl of any two rational points x and y and their corresponding distance 
dist,,(x, y) in the graph G. A slightly weaker relation is shown to hold in dimensions 5,6 and 7. 
Let G = G(d) denote the graph obtained by taking as vertices all the rational 
points in the Euclidean d-space Ed and connecting every two points that are at 
distance one. It has been shown [l, 2,4] that G(d) is a connected graph provided 
d > 5. For every two rational points x and y in Ed, d 3 5, let Ix - y 1 denote the 
Euclidean distance between x and y; let dist&, y) denote the distance between x 
and y in the graph G(d). 
In the proof that G is a connected graph [ 1,2,4], for all d 2 5, it seems that 
dist,(x, y) might be quite big even for two vertices x and y satisfying Ix - y] < 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to get a common bound for dist,(x, y) in terms of x 
and y, which for d 2 8 turns out to be the best bound. 
More precisely, we state the following. 
Theorem 1. For every two rational points x and y in Ed, d 3 8, such that 
Ix - y I< 2, there exists a rational pgint z in Ed, satisfying Ix - zl = 1~ - zl = 1. 
Theorem 1 can be reformulated as follows. Fcr every two distinct rational 
points x and y in Ed, d 3 8, 1 # lx - y I< 2 implies dist,(x, y) = 2. 
We need the following. 
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Lemma 1. For every two rational points x and y in E”, dist,(x, y) depends only 
on b - y 1; i.e., for every four rational points x1, x2, yl, and y2, Ix, - y, I= Ix2 - y21 
implies that dist,(x, , yl) = dist,(x?, ~2). 
Proof. Distances are preserved and rational points stay rational after applying a 
translation by a raticnal vector, therefore without loss of generality we may 
suppose that xi =x2 -0. Thus, it suffices to show that ]y,] = ]y2] implies 
d&,(0, y,) = d&(0, y2). If y, =y2 then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, let 
H be the hyperplane which is the perpenikular bisector of the segment yly2; H 
has a rational representation: 
H= Ix )d~ryd= (Y~+Y~(Y~-P,VW 
and it passes through the origin, since ly,] = ]y2]. The reflection of Ed with respect 
to H preserves rational points, as can be easily verified, and it preserves 
distances; therefore dist,(O, yi) = dist,(O, ,vz). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Using Lemma 1, it suffices to show that for every rational 
point x in Ed, d 2 8, such that 1x1~ 2, there exists a rational point z in E”, such 
that lz]=b-z]=l. 
Let x=(x,,x~, . . . , x& thus c X~C 4. By Lagrange’s Theorem [3] (every 
positive rational point is the sum of four squares of rationals). there exist rational 
numbers w,,...,HQ, such that c xf = C w:. Let the point w be defined by 
W= (W,, - - - , w,, 0, - - - , 0). Let a point v be given by 
u = (w,/2, . . I , w3/2, u1, . . . , u4,0, . . . , O), 
where the vi satisfy the equality 
c 4 = 1 - 2 (w,/2)‘; 
the existence of the Vi is guaranteed by Lagrange’s Theorem, since 
The point z is obtained from the point u by reflecting E” with respect to the 
hyperplane, that is the perpendiculrr bisector of the segment xw. Since 
/VI = lu -WI = 1 by our construction, it follows that ItI = It -xl = 1. Cl 
We have the following. 
Corsllary 1. For every two rational points x and y in Ed, d 2 8, if 1 d Ix - y I then 
dist,(x, y) = [lx - yl] ; ifO< Ix -yl < 1 then dist,(x, y) = 2. 
Proof. If Ix - yl is an integer k, k > 1, then it is elementary to find the k - 1 
rational points on the segment xy at consecutive distances one, thus showing that 
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di<t&, y) = k - Ix - yl. Otherwise, Ix - y] is not an integer. 
If ]]x - y I] is an even integer 2k, we first find k rational points on the segment 
.ry, having consecutive distances less than two; we th_n apply Lemma 1 k times, 
showing that dist&, y) = 2k = [lx - yll . 
If [lx - y]] is an odd integer, that is at least three, then we consider the 
intersection of the set of all the rational points which are at distance one from y 
(to be denoted by A), with the set of all the rational points inside the ball of 
radius ]]x - y I] - 1, centered at the origin (to be denoted by B). A is everywhere 
dense in the corresponding unit sphere, centered at y; thus A fl B is not empty. 
Let z E A n B. Applying the previous part to the two points 0 and z completes the 
proof of the corollary. Cl 
For the cases 5 d d d 7, we have d somewhat weaker result, as follows. 
Theorem 2. For tory two rational points x and y in Ed. d = 5, 6, 7, satisfying 
Ix - yl < 2, dist,(x, y) d 4 holds in cases i = 6, 7, while dist&, y) s 8 holds in 
the case d = 5. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, it suffices to show that for every rational point x in Ed, 
d = 5, 6, 7, if Ix] <2 then dist,(O, x) ~4 holds in cases d = 6, 7, while 
dist,(O, x) s 8 holds in the case d = 5. 
Let x=(x1,..., x6) be a rational point in E” for which C wf < 4. Let 
W= (q, - - * , w4, 0,O) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 1, i.e., 1 w: = 1 _rf. 
Let the two points u1 and u2 be defined by u, = (w,/2, w2/2, w, + tl, w4 + t2, t3, t4) 
and u2 = (0, 0, w,, w4, 0, 0), such that c tf = 1 - [wf + ws]/4; the existence of the 
ti is guaranteed by Lagrange’s Theorem, which is applicable since 1 - [wf + 
w$]/4>0. Let u3 be defined by u3 - (ri, r2, ~~12, w4/2, r3, r4), where C 6 = 
1 - [wz + ~$4 > 0; the existence of the ri is guaranteed by Lagrange’s Theorem. 
It follows that ]w - u,] = lu, - u2] = ]ra2 - u3] = 1, implying that dist,(O, w) s 4; it 
follows by Lemma 1 that dist,(O, x) 6 4. 
The case d = 7 is similar: just add a zero as a seventh coordinate to the point w 
and to the points Ui. 
In case d = 5, let x = (x,, . . . , x,) be a rational point in E”, satisfying Ix]< 2. 
Let the point w = (wl, . . . , w4, 0) be defined in a similar way, where c w’ = c XT. 
Let uI and u2 be defined by 
and 
U1 = (%/2, W2 + rl, Ml3 + r2, w4 + r,, r4) 
u2 = (0, w2, w3, w4, O), 
where C rf = 1 - wf/4 > 0, and the existence of the ri is guaranteed by Lagrange’s 
Theorem. By a similar treatment of the second, third and fourth coordinate, and 
applying Lemma 1, we get that dist,(O, x) s 8. 0 
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Corresponding to Corollary 1, we have the following. 
Corolary 2. For every two rational points x and y in Ed, 5 s d s 7, 
M.A. Perles proved (in preparation) that for all d k 5, if 0 < Ix - y] < 1 then 
dist&, y) = 2 and if 1 d Ix - y] then dist,(x, y) = [lx - y]]. 
In reply to a question of D. Dufous, we have the following. 
Theorem 3. Ifx and y are two rational points in Ed, d ,> 8, and if 1 # Ix - yl < 2, 
then there exist countably many rational points z satisfying Ix - 21 = 1 y - 21 = 1. 
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 1, consider the points w and v. Let f be 
the rotation of Ed, which transforms the fifth, sixth, seventh and eight 
coordinates according to the matrix 
( __ 0OS z.. s343 0(;I 3 L 5 0 2 0 g 
-4 3 1 
and leaves all the other coordinates unchanged. 
Define v. = v and inductively v, =f(r~;_~); thus ]vi] = ]w -Vi] = 1 for all i. 
Applying the suitable reflection, to be denoted here by g, we get g(w) =x and all 
f’le rational points Z, , defined by zi = g(v,) satisfy ]Zij = IX - zil = 1. El 
We have the following. 
Corollary 3. 1’ x and y are distinct points in Ed, d 2 5, and if their distance 
b - y( = t is a rational number and 1 Z t c 2, then dist,(x, y) = 2. 
Proof. Follow the idea of the proof of Theorem 1, using the point w = 
(t, 0, . - - , 0) and the point v = (t/2, vl, . . . , v4, 0, . . . , 0). Cl 
We close with the following remarks. Let H = H(d) be the graph obtained 
from all the points of Ed, having their coordinates in the extension field Q[V2], 
by connecting every two at distance one. It has been shown [4] that H is a 
connected graph for all d 2 5. However, H does not share the uniformity in 
distances, as can tie seen from the following example: using a = 1.414 . B . i we 
get that c = 141 - 1OOe satisfies ICI < 1. Let x be the point (c, 0, . . . , 0) in Ed, 
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d > 5; the inequality dis:,(O, X) > 141 follows from the fact that if Qj + bja are in 
Q[j/?], 1 ~j~d, and 
2 (aj + bjfi)2= 1~ 2 (a;+-26;) + 2x ajbj@, 
then Ia,1 < 1. 
In a similar way, it follows that for every E > 0 and every M, there exist two 
vertices y and z of H, for which dist,(y, z) > M, while ly - 21 ==T &. 
M.A. Perles (in preparation) shows that the Euclidean distance of every two 
rational points in Ed, d > 5, can be determined by the graph G = G(d). 
Perles also treats the following problem. Let G(Q, d, t) denote the graph 
having all the rational points of Ed as vertices, and where every two of them at 
distance t are connected; clearly, if t2 is not rational, then G(Q, d, t) had no 
edges. Given that t2 and s2 are rationals, for which d will G(Q, d, t) and 
G(Q, d, s) be isomorphic? 
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